BLACK SOX RESEARCH PAPER
The Black Sox Scandal In , eight of the Chicago White Sox allegedly threw the World Series. Charles Comiskey was the
ruthless owner of the White Sox and was the main motive of the sox to throw the series. The act by these players would
be called the Black Sox Scandal.

Rather than expose the perfidy of his players and precipitate the breakup of a championship team, Comiskey
kept his fix information quiet. The Series fix was now on, in earnest. The club was divided into two "gangs" of
players, each with practically nothing to say to the other. Then the jury retired to deliberate. I said if it was, I
wasn't in on it They were trying to tamper with the reelection campaign of the president in the next term by
tapping telephones, taping locks, and breaking into the office of the Democratic National Committee DNC ,
which was located in the Watergate building in Washington D. Martin, JR. The action has created a new
company standard of responsibility in order to protect the valued stakeholders, as well as the public, from the
deceitful practices of various organizations. This great sports scandal involved many, but the most memorable
and most known for it was Joe Jackson. The American people believed that the U. Did you have any
conversation with them? On Jonathan Coulton 's album Smoking Monkey , his song "Kenesaw Mountain
Landis" greatly fictionalizes the commissioner's quest to ban Jackson from baseball, in the style of a tall tale.
Gandil and Cicotte said they'd throw the first and second games. Judge Charles A. That was hardly the case.
Seys, secretary of the Chicago Cubs. Baseball in , according to Carney, "was in the stranglehold of gamblers,
and had been for some time. These second-generation transcripts were available throughout the proceedings,
and Black Sox defense lawyers did not contest their accuracy. But now, the trio was standing firm with the
other accused players, and seeking to have their grand-jury confessions suppressed by the court on legal
grounds. He established the precedent, that the Commissioner of Baseball was invested by the league with
plenary power ; and the responsibility, to determine the fitness or suitability of anyone, anything, or any
circumstance, to be associated with professional baseball, past, present, and future. He informed Comiskey of
the fix after the Series in an effort to gain a reward. Louis would still be played--Harry Grabner, White Sox
secretary, told the press, "We'll play out the schedule if we have to get Chinamen to replace the suspended
players"--but the results were predictable. Attell asked Williams if he would throw the game the next day and
Williams said he would. They demonstrated the racism that still existed. Members of the jury might have been
less impressed, based on the comments of a juror in a post-trial interview with an AP reporter. In the second
season of Frankie Drake Mysteries , morality officer Mary Shaw mentions the scandal while helping Frankie
investigate the murder of a player with circumstances related to gambling. Senator Paul Sarbanes and
Representative Michael Oxley, it ordered a number of reformations to improve corporate liability, improve
financial disclosures and fight corporate and accounting scams, and created the "Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board," also known as the PCAOB, to supervise the actions of the auditing profession Cicotte later
maintained that he had tried his utmost to win Game Four, but whether true or not, Eddie had received little
offensive help from his teammates. That sentiment was quickly rendered academic. I would have not done that
thing for a million dollars. Little explanation for this change in defense plan was offered, apart from the
comment that there was no need for the accused players to testify because the State had made no case against
them.

